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ABSTRACT
Several studies and investigations have been conducted to test the new
Toray plate. The studies revealed that the new plate eliminated many of the
problems that used to hinder the progress and development of the
driographic plate system. The two major problems with this plate were short
run lengths and toning in the non-image areas. This study investigates toning
problems in negative working Toray plates.
Toning is a term that refers to the non-image areas of the driographic
plate that are accepting ink. Previous studies have shown that ink tack and
flow do not affect toning in any way. However, printing speed, nip pressure,
printing density and ink temperature were found to have some effect on
toning.
To investigate the effect that different percentages of oil in the ink has
on toning in the non-image areas of Toray negative working plates, this study
uses five ink samples, each containing a different percentage of oil, and
measures with a densitometer the density of toning in the non-image areas.
The hypothesis tested in this study states that the amount of toning in the
non-image areas of negative Toray plates increases as the amount of oil
contained in the ink increases.
Upon analyzing the data collected, it was found that when using the
special driographic ink no scumming occured. However, the hypothesis proved
to stand true because it was found that a strong positive relationship exists
between the amount of oil contained in the driographic ink and the amount of






The purpose of the study is to determine if the percentage of oil contained
in the ink formulation has any effect on toning in the non-image areas of a
Toray negative
plate.*
There is an important term that has to be defined to make this study
clearer to the reader. This study uses the term
"toning"
to refer to the fact
that the non-image areas of the driographic plate are accepting ink. In other
words, toning in driography is the same as scumming in
lithography.1
In May 1987, an RIT thesis submitted by Larry Capitano studied the effect
of ink tack on toning (scumming) in the non-image areas of a negative Toray
plate. The study suggested that further investigations should be conducted to
determine the effect of the percentage of oil contained in the ink formulation
on toning in the non-image areas of a negative Toray plate. Consequently, this
study can be considered as a continuation of the above RIT thesis
work.2
SIGNIFICANCE OF DRIOGRAPHIC PLATES
Since the invention of lithography, the printing industry has been striving
towards better quality and higher resolution. The industry has gone through
tremendous changes during the past few decades. In recent years, however,
there have been significant improvements in the field of printing plates.
*A plate manufactured by Toray Industries, Inc., Tokyo, Japan.
The slow printing presses were replaced with fast ones to keep up with the
required speed of processing. In fact, the machines were replaced not only to
increase productivity but also to produce a better quality at a lower cost.
However, the machines also required the use of new plate systems to satisfy
the needs of the market.
The plate systems developed improved printing qualities significantly.
However, the major problem of maintaining water and ink balance remained as
one of the biggest obstacles in the path of lithography's strive towards better
color consistency and less paper waste. It was the ink-water balance problem
that motivated the 3M company in the early seventies to invent the first
driographic plate that did not require the use of water (fountain solution)
thus eliminating the water-ink balance problem.
The basic principle that makes lithographic printing possible is that the
lithographic plate is made of two chemically selective surfaces; a
hydrophobic surface (water repellent) and a hydrophilic surface (water
loving). Where there is a hydrophobic area on the plate there will be only ink
(image area) and no water. Where there is a hydrophilic layer there will be
water and no ink (non-image area). In this process a fountain solution is
required to keep the non-image areas from
printing.3
Driography is an alternate way of printing. It differs from lithography in
that the process doesn't require a fountain solution to operate. In this
process, the principle of separation of image and non-image areas (i.e. ink and
water) is accomplished by using a rubber silicone compound in the non-image
areas that is oleophobic, therefore repelling the ink in these
areas.4
Lithography is a very popular printing process in today's market. Obviously,
this popularity is due to its many advantages. These include the ability to
print fine halftone screens, the use of inexpensive plates, relatively fast
speeds and very cost effective printing. However, lithography has a few
disadvantages that other printing processes have mastered and prevented
lithography from competing in certain fields. The disadvantages include
inability to print on certain kinds of substrates, high paper and ink waste,
high pressure exerted on the printed sheet of paper and, last but not least, the
use of water and maintenance of the ink-water balance.
According to Charles W. Latham, the use of water is the most serious
disadvantage in lithography. Latham mentions that the use of water in
lithography results in dimentional instability of the printed sheets of paper
and emulsifies the ink producing an inconsistent ink film. These effects of
water are directly related to problems of registration, color consistency and
high paper wasted
From what has been already said about the use of water in lithography, the
author feels that the elimination of water from the lithographic process will
result in a better printing quality, because of the better color consistency,
and a lower cost because of less paper waste during makeready. Obviously,
the 3M company had a similar opinion when it developed its driographic plate
system. Even though 3M's plate system failed and was discontinued from the
market, it opened a door for other driographic plate systems, such as Toray
plates, to improve the driographic plate system and reintroduce it into the
printing market.
As mentioned earlier, driography eliminates the use of water to repel the
ink in the non-image areas. Consequently, driography has the same advantages
that lithpgraphy has when compared to other printing processes. But the
major and very important advantage it has over lithography is its ability to
print without the worry and trouble of maintaining an ink and
water balance.
When 3M first introduced its driographic plate, it had major problems in
marketing that system. The driographic plate lasted for only 50,000
impressions, toning constantly occurred in the non-image areas, paper picking
was very high and the plate was very susceptible to
abrasion.^ Those
problems forced the 3M company to discontinue the production of its
driographic plate. However, at Drupa in 1977, the Toray company introduced
its new driographic plate that was claimed not to have the problems of the
3M's plate.7
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TORAY PLATES
The Toray driographic plate is a planographic plate. The surface depends on
chemical selectivity to attract the ink to the image areas and repel it from
the non-image areas without the use of water.
The Toray company first produced a positive working plate. Nowadays,
Toray has a negative driographic plate in the market that is very successful.
Currently, the Toray company has a patent from the United States Patent
Office (patent No.4,086,093). The patent describes the different layers
constituting the plate as follows:
1 . An aluminum base material.
2. Anti-halation layer.
3. A silicone primer for better adhesion of the following layer.
4. A silicone rubber layer to repel the ink in the non-image areas.
5. A photo adhesion layer over the silicone rubber, made up of a
combination of at least one photopolymerizable unsaturated
compound and a photoinitiator.
6. A protective layer made of a polymer solution to protect the
plate surface from any physical damage.
The coating material of the driographic plate has to be oleophilic, it must
adhere to the aluminum base strongly, resist abrasion and be light sensitive.
The light sensitive material used in Toray plates is a diazo compound similar
to the compound used on regular wet lithographic plates.^
The basic change in the Toray plate from the other conventional plates is
the presence of the silicone rubber layer to repel the ink in the non-image
areas without the use of a fountain solution. The silicon rubber layer has a
low surface energy and a very oleophobic nature. These two characteristics
allow the silicone rubber layer to repel the ink in the non-image areas
efficiently.^ The ink requires a plate that has a surface energy that is higher
than its own in order for it to adhere to it. The silicone rubber layer
decreases the surface energy of the Toray plate in the non-image areas
sufficiently to make it very hard for the ink to adhere to these areas.
The Toray plate is exposed using the same type of film and equipment used
for the regular plate. The driographic plate is sensitive to light in the
ultraviolet and blue range of the electromagnetic spectrum. There are two
types of driographic plates; one where the protective layer has been coated
on top of the other light sensitive coatings and another where the protective
layer is in a film form and can be peeled off. If the protective layer is in a
film form, then after exposure the protective layer is peeled off, to complete
the developing of the light sensitive layer. However, if the protective layer
is coated on, the developing of the light sensitive area is completed by the
use of a liquid developer.10
As has been mentioned earlier, the Toray negative driographic plate has
some advantages over the lithographic plate and these advantages include:
1 . Less paper waste during make ready.
2. No need for ink and water balance maintenance which leads to
better color consistency.1 1
3. Increased paper stability due to the elimination of water that
results in better
registration.1 ^
4. Reduced dot gain. About 7% less than normal dot gain when using
conventional plates.
5. High resolution and ability to produce finer halftones due to the
grainless plate
surface.13
On the other hand, the disadvantages of Toray negative plates include:
1 . Expensive plate and ink formulations prepared specially for
driographic printing.
2. Ambient temperature must not exceed 82 degrees fahrenheit where
the ink vehicle breaks and causes toning to occur.
3. Absence of water to act as a conductor to neutralize the static
charges produced when the printing press operates.
4. Low quality paper lint tends to build up in the non-image areas and
causes abrasion of the plate surface.15
CHARACTERISTICS OF DRIOGRAPHIC INKS
As mentioned earlier, the Toray plate requires the use of a special ink to
avoid scumming in the non-image areas. The information about the
composition of the driographic ink is highly proprietary. Upon contacting the
ink manufacturer and trying to get some information about the ink
formulation that is used in this study, the researcher was faced with major
difficulties in obtaining any useful information other than the commonly
known facts about the general compositon of wet lithographic inks. Facts
like the ink is composed of a pigment, vehicle, resin and other additives was
revealed but nothing was revealed about the quantities or the specific names
of the ink's constituents. So it is very important to point out that the study
is done with no previous knowledge of the ink formulation. Thus, the oil that
is used could be of no relation to the one that was used in the original ink
formulation.
However, Toray plate inks must have the same good characteristics of a
modern offset ink. That is, they have to provide rapid separation, good drying,
high gloss, good rub resistance and suitability for all types of papers. In
addition, the ink must not tone, it must be temperature stable and it must
carry off dust and dirt that piles on the
plate.1 6
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When the 3M plate was first introduced its major problem that put it out
of the competition with the other printing plates in the market, was the fast
abrasion of the silicone rubber layer that resulted in very low number of
impressions.1
However, the Toray plate company managed to reformulate the silicone
rubber layer and give it a much stronger and resistant surface. The Toray
driographic plate has a surface with a very low surface energy and an
increased surface abrasion resistance.2
It was the reformulated silicone rubber layer that allowed the new and
stronger Toray plate to compete in the printing industry and not disappear
like the older 3M plate. Nevertheless, the Toray plate still presents some of
the problems that the 3M plate had. A survey conducted by Drucker magazine
in Germany revealed that problems such as scratch sensitivity, toning and
inks still remain.3
With the high price of Toray plates and the special ink required, printers
don't have the budget nor the intention to test the new driographic process.
The trial will be even more costly if toning does occur and the whole job is
wasted. Hopefully this study will reveal what the effect of the percentage of
oil contained in the ink has on toning in the non-image areas of the Toray
negative plate.
An RIT study completed by Larry Capitano in 1987, concentrated on the
effect of ink tack on scumming in the non-image areas of Toray negative
1 1
plates. The study showed that, except in extreme cases, ink tack doesn't have
adverse effects on scumming . However, the study suggested that the
percentage of oil contained in the ink was the major factor that caused
scumming in the non-image areas of the plate.
As recommended in the study mentioned above, it is this investigator's
intention to study the effect that the percentage of oil contained in the ink
has on scumming in the non-image areas of negative Toray plates.
HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis originated from the basic question: do different percentages
of oil contained in the ink increase toning in the non-image areas of negative
Toray plates?. The hypothesis is: Toning in the non-image areas of a negative
Toray plate will increase when the initial percentage of oil contained in the
ink is increased.
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Toning is a major problem that faces the Toray plate. Consequently, many
studies have investigated that problem and came up with different results.
In 1975 S.L. Gaudioso studied the different ink release models in driographic
plates and published his findings in the 1975 TAGA Proceedings. In his study
he tried to reveal the cause of toning by using different ink release models.
According to the article there are three ink release models in driographic
plates. The first model is called the surface energy model which states that
the attraction of molecules within the ink must be greater than the
attraction of the molecules between the ink and the non-image areas to
prevent toning in the non-image areas of the plate.
The second model is called the viscous flow and elastic release model.
According to the article this model has very little effect on the ink release
in lithographic plates.
Finally, the weak fluid boundary layer model, which states that the ink
release will occur if a less viscous layer lays between the ink and the
non-image areas of the plate. If this situation exists, then toning will not
occur in the non-image
areas.1
The last model, the weak fluid boundary model, is the main interest of
this study because it tries to explain the effect
that ink has on toning in
terms of the different viscosities of the plate surface and the ink. It states
that if the ink is able to supply the necessary low viscousity
layer between
14
itself and the plate surface, toning in the non-image areas will not occur.
Another TAGA article written by Satoshi Machizuki investigated the
surface temperature of a driographic plate. The experiment studied the
temperature rise on the surface of the plate using seven different types of
presses.
The conclusion of the investigation stated that since there is no
dampening solution on the press, the temperature rises on the surface of the
plate. In addition, after running the presses for eight non-stop hours, only
two of the different types of machines were able to keep the temperature
rise under 45 deg. C.2
On the same topic of surface temperature, Ikeda and Mori conducted
another experiment that investigated the relationship between the plate
surface temperature and toning. It was found that the plate surface
temperature is a critical factor which induces the phenomenon of toning. The
temperature at which toning occurs is called the Critical Toning Index (CTI).
Moreover, CTI varies with print density, nip pressure and printing speed. The
experiment further showed that CTI is dependent on the plastic viscosity of
the inks and is independent of ink tack and
flow.3
In July 1983, an investigation that studied the effect of CTI on the print
quality of a Toray plate revealed that special ink formulations having high
CTI values are required to maintain a high printing
quality.4
The previous three articles discussed CTI which is a major factor that
affects toning. As proven by the conducted experiments, there are three
major factors that affect CTI and consequently toning. However, it is beyond
the scope of this thesis to explain the reasons or the effects of changing
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these factors on toning. Therefore, it is sufficient to state that the three
factors that affect CTI are print density, nip pressure and printing speed. To
measure the effect of the percentage of oil contained in the ink, these
factors must be kept constant and only the oil percentage in the ink
manipulated. This is the only way that the experiment will measure the
effect of oil content on toning and not the effect of one of the other factors.
Pacansky and Becker investigated the effect of different ink releasing
surfaces on a driographic plate. They came up with a materials criteria for
waterless plates which stated that ink release occurs better when using
materials having higher surface energy than the silicone rubber layer on the
surface of the driographic plate.5
However, when the material used doesn't have a higher surface energy,
toning occurs. The toning structures that occur were studied on the
microscopic level. Under the microscope the ink in the areas where toning
occurred had a "filament-like
strand"
shape.6
Toning in the non-image areas of a Toray plate has been extensively
studied. From the different studies the shape of the ink in the toning areas is
known and the factors that affect toning are known. The literature supports
the idea that there is some kind of relationship between the ink formulation
and toning in the non-image areas of the plate. Based on the above literature,
the author believes that there is a positive correlation
between the percentage of oil contained in the ink and toning in the
non-image areas of a Toray negative plate.
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The hypothesis tested in this thesis examines the relationship that
exists between the percentage of oil contained in the ink and the amount of
toning that occurs in the non-image areas of negative Toray plates.
PREPARATION OF THE INK SAMPLES
The ink was supplied by the plate distributor. It is a special ink that is
formulated to help in preventing toning in the non-image areas of Toray
plates. Using the supplied ink four different ink samples were prepared. Each
ink sample had a different amount of oil added to its original formulation. As
mentioned earlier, due to the fact that the ink formulation is proprietary
information, it was not possible to know the specific oil that is used in the
preparation of the driographic ink.
It was critical to choose an oil that will not change the printing
characteristics of the ink and consequently cause toning. The amount of oil
present in the ink had to be the factor that will affect toning and not the
characteristics of that oil. After checking the characteristics of the
different oils available, it was decided that mineral oil was the most
compatible oil that could be added to the ink. Mineral oil is used with many
different lithographic inks for the following reasons:
1 . It is a non-drying oil that is used as a thinner in most lithographic
18
inks and it is obtained from the distillation of crude petroleum.
2. It is miscible with drying oils.
3. It has newtonian flow.1
4. It acts as binder and carrier of pigment on paper.2
5. It is used as diluent to adjust viscosity in most lithographic
inks.3
Thus, from the above charcteristics that show the diversity of the chosen
oil, itwas safe to conclude that the amount of mineral oil in the ink will be
the factor to affect toning and not its characteristics.
The samples were prepared according to the outline in table 1 :
TABLE 1 . SAMPLE No. AND THE COMPOSITION OF EACH SAMPLE.
SAMPLE WEIGHTOF WEIGHTOF % BYWEIGHTOF
No. INK OIL OIL ADDED
1 150 gms 0 gms 0%
2 150 gms 15 gms 10%
3 130 gms 26 gms 20%
4 110 gms 33 gms 30%
5 130 gms 52 gms 40%
PREPARATION OF THE PLATE
The negative Toray plate was exposed and processed according to the
specifications of the manufacturer. A conventional exposing unit was used
( Ultra plus FT 26 V2 UP ) which has a UV exposing
light. The plate was
processed by hand using the appropriate developer
solution.
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The plate was exposed through a negative film that had an image on it
where the densitometric measurements could be taken.
PRESS RUN
The press used to test the hypothesis in question was the A.B. Dick
duplicator. The duplicator offers easy and good control over the variables
involved in this expriment. The variables that were determined to have
effects on toning other than the amount of oil contained in the ink included:
1 . press speed
2. nip pressure (Plate to Blanket)
3. printing density
4. ambient temperature.
The press runs were conducted using the same uncoated paper and at the
same press speed and nip pressure. Thus, the first two variables were
controlled by keeping them constant through the run.
The printing density was controlled by taking density measurements on
the same solid area to keep the printing density constant before the
collection of the printed sheets. The procedure just mentioned controlled the
third variable and made sure that it was constant during the run.
On the other hand, the fourth variable, ambient temperature was 72
degrees Fahrenheit when the press run started and it remained constant
during the short period of time when the press run was performed. Thus,
ambient temperature was controlled and kept constant during the press run.
The first ink sample run on the press was, No. 1 , was the regular
20
driographic ink with no oil added to it. After about twenty sheets, the
makeready stage was over and the press was ready to print. Then, fifty
sheets were printed while densitometric measurements of a solid area were
taken to establish a constant printing density of 0.90 in the solid areas. At
that constant printing density thirty printed sheets were collected randomly.
The same press run was repeated using ink samples No. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
After the use of each ink the press was carefully and thoroughly cleaned
from the ink before it. The press was run until the constant printing density
was established and thirty printed sheets for each ink were collected at the
same speed and nip pressure. Figures 1 , 2, 3, 4 and 5 show samples of the
printed sheets with the different ink samples.
To measure if any toning is occuring in the non-image areas of the plate,
densitometric readings were taken in the non-image areas inside the three
boxes that were labeled as box #1 , #2 and #3 from top to bottom on each of
the thirty printed sheets of each ink sample. These measurements were taken
using a Gretag reflection densitometer that was zeroed on the white paper on
the gripper edge where no printing occurs. The measurements were taken in
three different parts of the printed sheets to make sure that toning is
occuring to the same extent along all the non-image areas of the plate.
The data obtained from ink samples No. 2, 3, 4 and 5 are summarized in
tables 2, 3, 4 and 5. The results obtained from ink sample No. 1 are not
included because toning didn't occur when that ink sample was used and
consequently all the densitometric
measurements were zero.
21
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TABLE 2. Densitometric measurements in the non-image areas of negative
Toray plates using ink sample No. 2






























































TABLE 3. Densitometric measurements in the non-image areas of negative
Toray plates using ink sample No. 3
SHEET No. DENSITY BOX #1 DENSITY BOX #2 DENSITY BOX#3
1 0.25 0.26 0.30
2 0.25 0.26 0.32
3 0.24 0.24 0.27
4 0.24 0.26 0.32
5 0.25 0.32 0.30
6 0.25 0.31 0.33
7 0.25 0.25 0.31
8 0.24 0.24 0.34
9 0.24 0.27 0.34
10 0.24 0.24 0.23
11 0.30 0.26 0.32
12 0.25 0.31 0.26
13 0.26 0.27 0.27
14 0.25 0.29 0.29
15 0.27 0.25 0.25
16 0.24 0.28 0.28
17 0.32 0.31 0.38
18 0.26 0.31 0.33
19 0.26 0.32 0.26
20 0.28 0.28 0.28




















TABLE 4. Densitometric measurements in the non-image areas of negative
Toray plates using ink sample No. 4
SHEET No, DENSITY BOX #1 DENSITY BOX #2 DENSITY BOX#3
1 0.30 0.37 0.39
2 0.32 0.37 0.30
3 0.39 0.38 0.37
4 0.31 0.31 0.31
5 0.31 0.31 0.39
6 0.32 0.31 0.31
7 0.32 0.33 0.34
8 0.34 0.32 0.31
9 0.36 0.30 0.33
10 0.25 0.33 0.32
11 0.35 0.36 0.33
12 0.35 0.35 0.33
13 0.36 0.34 0.35
14 0.37 0.37 0.37
15 0.37 0.37 0.36
16 0.39 0.34 0.38
17 0.36 0.38 0.36


























TABLE 5. Densitometric measurements in the non-image areas of negative






































































Several assumptions were made in this study. First, that the sample was
taken randomly from the population and therefore was a good representation
of the whole population. Second, it was assumed that the A.B. Dick duplicator
is a sample that represented the whole population of A.B. Dick duplicators
operating under the same conditions. Third, it was assumed that the
population is normal in the distribution of the results of the different ink
samples.
For each ink sample thirty printed sheets were collected immediately
after the make ready stage was complete. After uniform time periods of 24
hours, the density readings of each of the printed sheets with the specific
ink sample were taken and recorded in tables 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Thirty sheets were collected and thirty readings were taken to assure
that the data obtained were representative of what was occurring in the
process consistently and not due to other unknown
factors.1 The averages of
the thirty density readings of each ink sample were calculated and the
results were summarized in table 6.
TABLE 6. AVERAGE DENSITY READINGS FOR EACH OF THE INK SAMPLES
INK SAMPLE No. BOX #1 BQXJtZ BOX #3
1 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 0.11 0.11 0.09
3 0.26 0.29 0.30
4 0.45 0.45 0.45
5 0.79 0.77 0.77
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The collected data were analyzed by calculating a correlation coefficient
(r) and performing a regression analysis. These data analyses will tell us:
1 . If a relationship exists between the percentage of oil contained in
the ink and the amount of toning that is occurring in the non-image
areas of the plate.
2. The kind of relationship that exists, if any. that is if the
relationship is linear or curvilinear.
3. The strength of the relationship that exists.
The correlation method that was followed was the same as the one
outlined in Chase and Bown2. It was decided to accept the hypothesis within
95% confidence limits (i.e. alpha 0.05). The coefficient of correlation was





Since five different ink samples were tested, five average values of
toning densities were calculated. Thus, using the sample number as five the
critical value for
"r"
is 0.878.3 That is, the correlation was significant at
the 0.05 level only in the case(s) where the value
of
"r"
is larger than 0.878.
Table 8 shows the covariances and correlation coefficient (r) values of the
relationship in different parts
of the paper.
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TABLE 8. COEFFICIENT OF CORRELATION (r) VALUES OF THE RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN TONING IN THE NON-IMAGE AREAS OF NEGATIVE TORAY
PLATE AND DIFFERENT AMOUNT OF OIL IN THE INK IN DIFFERENT





Furthermore, a linear regression analysis was applied to the data
obtained to determine the equation of the line of best fit to the existing
relationship. The equation of each line is included in each figure.
It was found that toning increased in the non-image areas as the amount
of oil in the ink increased. Figures 6 through 8 show graphically the
relationship that exists between the two variables.
A one way analysis of variance was performed
on the three different
areas of the plate to check if there are different amounts of toning in the
three different areas of the plate at the 95% significance level. The
procedure followed to perform the one way analysis of variance is outlined in
John Freund's book titled Modern Elementary
Statistics.4 Table 9 summarizes
these results.




















Since the calculated F-values do not exceed the critical F-value for each
area, it can be concluded that toning is occuring to the same extent in the
three different areas of the plate when using each of the ink samples .
Therefore, the y-intercepts, that represent the maximum amount of oil that
could be added to the ink without any toning occuring, for the three different
areas were calculated to be:
X1=2.77 X2=3.05 X3=3.22
and since the three different areas have been statistically proven to be the
same, the average of these three values, X
average=3-01 0.18, will represent
the maximum percent by weight of oil that can be added to the ink without
the occurrence of toning in the non-image areas of the plate.
As could be seen in table 8 as well as in figures 6, 7 and 8 there is a
strong positive relationship
between toning and the amount of oil in the ink






















Figure 6. Graph of toning densities versus percent of oil added to the ink
from density readings obtained from box No. 1 . Y-intercept for






















Figure 7. Graph of toning densities versus percent of oil added to the ink
from density readings obtained from box No. 2. The Y-intercept


















Figure 8. Graph of toning densities versus percent of oil added to the ink
from density readings obtained from box No. 3. The Y-intercept
for this regression = 3.05.
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The hypothesis in this study states that toning in the non-image areas of
negative Toray plates increases as the amount of oil in the ink increases. The
data analysis supports the hypothesis. By increasing the amount of oil in the
ink toning in the non-image areas increased considerably.
The driographic ink ran very clean and gave excellent printed sheets.
However, as more oil was added to the ink the printing quality became worse.
It can be concluded that it is very important for an ink that is intended to be
used on driographic plates to have an oil balance that should be kept
constant. Any addition of oil that that exceeds 3% of the ink's weight will
cause toning problems.
Furthermore, one of the major obstacles that is hindering the spread of
the Toray plate is the high ink and plate prices that makes the process too
expensive compared to the regular lithographic process. If the ink prices can
be brought down by using the regular lithographic inks but with less amount
of oil in their formulations, the price of printing with the driographic plates
might become more attractive to printers.
In this study the negative Toray plate proved to be a very easy
and quick
plate to use. The quality of the printing proved to be very
high and requires a
very short make ready
stage. Other than the high cost of the plate and the ink,




The results of this study showed that as the amount of oil in the ink
increased toning in the non-image areas increased. However, previous studies
have shown that regular lithographic inks cannot be used with Toray plates
because toning occurs
immediately.1
Consequently, it was suggested that it
would beneficial to study if decreasing the amount of oil contained in the
regular lithographic inks would eliminate their toning problems when used on
negative Toray plates.
It was also suggested that a gas chromatography test could be run on the
driographic ink, ink sample No. 5 and a sample from the ink that was toning
on the plate. The three chromatographies would show if the three samples
have similar composition or if the ink that is toning is composed primarily of
mineral oil that is causing toning in the non-image areas. Such a test would
give conclusive evidence wether mineral oil is or is not the cause of toning
in the non-image areas.
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A temmaied aegabve hctmg preeeacitixrd plancgraphic
printing plate for ate m dry plaaofrvhy having
(a) a baa* layer.
ft) a eUksone rubber layer overlying the bate layer,
md
(c) a photoadheafve layer overlying the eibooae rub
ber layer comprwiag at leaat oae
photopotyaierix-
abk uaaatareted oompoaad having a boiling point
above
100*
C and a photoarhialor.
Under aapoeure to
*
M through a negative impv.
eacy, the nbotoarlht ..ve layer potyaaericet in the
ei-
poaad Image area aad adhere* to the underlying Uioooe
rubber layer, while iwjunuiag aoa-adhcarve to the un-
dartyiac einooae rubber layer hi the
The uaft|j oinil photoadheaive layer only it removed to
ban the ilailjiiai rtinoaw rubber layer which iamade
aa iuk-repaOeat una timer area aad the photoadhesive
layer reenanmg hi the expoeed area m Bade aa mk-
The turCaoe ofthe photoadheaive layer accepts ink from
taking rotten, while the aibooae rubber Iwckground





con* rubber layer in the unexposed are* i mJr si.
DRY PLANOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATE ink-repelleni non-image area
The present invention ha* the following n.^rl tut
This it continuation of application Ser No. JI4.063, important characteristics. Upon irradiating aclinic liyhr
filed Oct. II, 1974 now abandoned. 3 through a negative transparency to the pnnti..g pU ..
. ~^..~.....~ ~. .^ .n......~-. ....
the photoadheaive layer in the exposed area not onl>
BACKOROUND OF THE INVENTIO*
polymerizes and cross-link. to become insoluble, but
The present invention relates to a negative-type pis- also adheres to the underlying
sibcor- rubber layer and
nographic printing plate having ink-repe*lent silicon* cannot be easily peeled off. As a result, the adhesive
rubber ins non-imaged area and it capable of
printir-
"\ 10 strength of the ink-receptive imsge area of the mulling
the absence of dampening. printing plate and eventually the strength of the plstr
Heretofore, several proposals have been made with mrface it increased remarkably, and not only are the
reference to a dry planographic plate having an ink- storabilily and scratch resistance improved,
but also the
repellen layei of silicone rubber, all of which, bow. durability in long-run printing it strikingly
increased !
ever, have various deficiencies such as having inferior 1 3 this
ease photnadhetion in the interface between the
streagtL oi the printing plate or presenting problems in
photoadhe-
* layer and the silicone rubber layer has a
developing method. For example, wuat it disclosed in
verv ta,Pi M "gmfJcance. whirh it remarkably
differ-
Japanese patent publication No. 236 1 /I972 u a preaenti. nl fnm* hitherto known caart.
tired plsnogiaphic printing plate providing a photo- ,
T** ""b,e* *betrate employed in the present
inaolubilizable water soluble diazonium resin layer on
*> "vention should be suflteiently flexible formounting on
the layer of silicone rubber. When a negative tranapar.
hographic press and strong enough to withstand the
ency is put on said plate and exposed to light and
there-
*** normally produced by the lithographic press. Rep-
after treated with aqueous developing liquid, the diazo-
reaeuUUve substrate* include coated paper metals or
.
- resin layer in the unexposed are. dissolves to ex-
ff*"* -polyethylene terephthalate. Howeve-. n
pose tne surface of the alicone rubber Uyer to form an
" * **-*fMt to ua- a subjjtrate whc*-.- rcflectiv.tj




areeTthe hardeneddiazonium resin Uyer remamTto th*n.?0%'..flncf
?* P~ubihty of the image is
^u^rece^ve in-ge a- However, there is J"*-TEttZS ra^he
msumcsent adhesK*. between the diiionium ream layer
^^^^ ( _e^^ ofer exposure tlme) i$
B Use image *rea>d the "^deriving "** rubber *** and xuaible ^obtain ksharp imsge
Uyer. and Urn deficiency of the planographic printing
relief from nighli,.. to shadows.
plate - euch that the diaromum reon Uyer of the image
The fact that a halation-preventing substrate devel-
area a peeled by mking rollers during printing or a ops such great effect in a pUnographic printing plate
r-
oved by careless scratch. M ^tbom requiring water having a photosensitive resin
An object of the present invention n to overcome hyer^ , .uicooe rubber Uyer was not recognized in
such deficiencies and to p-ovide a negaUve-type piano- ^p^, to^knowri to prov^e . haUtion-pre-
graphic pr-mng pUt; excellent in adhesive strength of venting Uyer beneath a photose jitive resin Isyer upon
the mk-recrptive image area, surface strength of the
applying a photcpolymerizable resin to the production
printing pUte, ttorability, scratch rrats'utce usd high # ofordinary reliefand lithographic printing pistes. How-
durability in long run printing. ever, the present invention it entirely different in struc-
Another object of the present invention it to provide lure fmm the known cases in thtt a halation-preventing
: mririvT-rype planographic
print!; pUte having ex- |,vcr u provided beneath a silicone rubber Uyer tup-
celtent reproducibility of image and broad permiarible porting a photosensitive reain Uyer.




J. : HE INVENTION pfS*!<?
bttWfen * Phto*d!'**ive>" "d "licoae
rubber Uver pbo*oadhe*on a not realized and a pho-
Ihe
preeemiuza'
dry pUnograpluc printing pUte in t.__t>luLiied relief easily peeb from the silicone rub
the present trvention it a negative acting plate
com-
her Uyer. The superiority of a haUtion-preventing base
pnaed of SO substrate beneath the silicone rubber Uyer as in the
(a) t base Uyer. present invention it thus readily understood.
(b; til**** iuU*i Uyer uveriyuig the base Uyer, The halation-preventing bate substrate used in the
and prcaes. invention has adequate flexibility for mounting
(e) a photoadheaive Uyer overlying the silicone rub- on an ordinary li*> ^nphic press
anc*
n ,..c vnough
ber Uyer. compnting a: least one pootopolymeriz- >i to readily withstand the load normally prod-i^
'
y the
able unsaturated coaspouud having a boiling point htbographic preas As illuttrative of such o*se tub-
above '.V C aad a pbotoinrbator. -rjea, the
followi-
may be cited:
Upon exposure to light through a negative trantpar- (|) a metal pUU leper or a plastic sheet provided
ency. the uhun.1 aattive Uyer in the exposed image area with a haUtic preventing Uyer on the surface.
pulyastriiea aad adheres firmly to the underlying sib- to (2) a substantially transparent plastic film provided
cone rubber Uyer, whereas the pbcaoadhcarve Uyer in with a halation-preventing Uyer on the back sur
tax ear ijioarrl aon antge area remain* ana-adbeave to face, and
the aaderlynag ahcoBe rubber Uyer. (3) puper and plastic film impregnated with or having
Next, a
paaaograr1
. printing plate it produced m ditperted therein an ultraviolet light absorbing
which the pltotoadhesive Uyer it removed only in the 43 agent
anii|iianii1 area to bare the aaderlyiag aibooae rubber Following it a list ofeffective ultraviolet light absorb-
Uyer. the paoaoadhesive Uyer rrmamtag in the exposed tag agents. These ultraviolet light absorbing agents may
area it taadt an sak -receptive image area aad the nib- he dissolved or ditperted in solutions of various poly-
4.086,093
me. Ntndrrs a. : applied to the base tiiUu.tt ;o thctcby
provide halation-preventing Uyert.
(I) heniophenone derivatives: l,2'-dthydroxy-4-
methoxy benzophenone, 3-chloro2-hydroiy ben-




Chemical Co. ofUS A
(2) benzotriazol derivatives: Tiauvin P", 2-(2'-
hydroxy-3'-crjethyl-phcnyl)-benxotriazol aad
**Tinuvm 320", ingredients not snade public taaau-
factured by Geigy Ltd. of Switzerland.
(3) phenyl salicylate and derivatives thereof: 4-t-
butylphenyl talicyUte and 4-octylpheayl telicytate.
(4) acrylonitrite derivativea: "Ubinul N-33", ethyl
2-cyano-3.3-diphenylacryUte, and "Ubinul 330". |)
N-339-
J-diriliyllieiyl-l-cyaao-3,3-dpliByl aery- '"'
Ute, manufactured by AntaU Chemical Co. of
U.S.A.
(3) other commercially available ultraviolet light
W
absorbing agents, such as: "Inhibrtor-HRT
"HPT,"
hesaasethyt phosphoric triasniac, snaau-




ize-UVI24l", the ingredient* of bcJ> ofwhichut
aotmadc public manufactured by StourTer Chemi
cal Co. of U.S.A. as well aa
"CI729"
and
"AMI01", the ingredient* of both of which are
nickel bisoctyl phenyl sulfide, manufactured by
Ferro Chemical Co. of U.S.A.
(6) yellow aad red conventional inorganic and or
ganic pigments, the Colour Index nunben for
which are a* indicated: Orange Lake CI 77199,
Molybdenum Orange, Cadmium Yellow, Yellow
Lead. CI 77600 Lead Chromate CI 77601. Hants
Yellow CI 1 1670, Chromium Vermilbon. CI 77603,
, Red Lead CI 77371. Lake Red C CI 13313, Chro
mium Red, Red Iron Oxide CI 77491, Washing
Red. Bon Maroon CI 77766, Vermilbon, etc.
For ihe purpose of improving adhesion between such
'
tulation-preveaaag bane substrates and a silicone rub
ber Uyer, it is preferable to ap>y * thin (0.03 - I.Osi)
i-ooiin* of *il.^one primei (surface u Sag agent) to the
uiitauc of saw i-L-v.-alC.
A', sibcoac primers used for ch purpose, besides
comuatrcmlfy
- Jable prvacrs such as "SH 4094",
"SH
1200"
sad L.'. 1201", tilaae coupling agents such





ail manufactured by Toray Silicone Co. of Japan.
The thickness of the aibooae rubber Uyer ased ia the
peasant iaveatioa is aot particularly critical, and is ate-
'-'
ful a the normal range of 0 J - SOti, and preferably I -
Useful t&bcoae rubber ia nrnstand by aparteJy croas-
a tasear dsorgsasopolynilniaar (preferably di-
yl polyaloiaar) which a a base polymer. The
ty of that cross ksurssg aaay be ripusnul by aa .
R/Si ratio at the fbOowsag formula, aad ia uaeful nb-
coae rubber, such density it within the range of 1.93
110, puJuably 1.99
- 2.01. A representative
base polymer has the foOowiag
having I -. IC carbon Atocvi. i: tor., p.*;*.
leait 60% ol R a methyl group.
Useful silicone rubber in the prrsmt indention is ob
Uined by condensation reaction of such silicone base





wherein R hat the same meaning a* mentioned above,
gV stand* for an alkyl such as methyl and ethyl and Ac
stands for acetyl group.
.(.Other useful aibooae rubbers -ay be obtained by
reaction of the aforesaid base | .ymer with H-type
silicone oil having the following repeating unit or addi
tion reaction of the aforesaid base polymers in which












aot leas than 2. R stands form
Ktyi viayl aryl or cyanoanyl
ill has the same saeanmg aa mentioned above.
Ia order to obtain aUicoae rubber by such cross-link
ing reaction, besides the aforesaid components, a-i or-
gannmrttllir oarboaybc acid salt of a metal such as tin,
aac, cobalt, lead, calcium and manganese, for example,
dfbutyl tin taurate, stannic octoate aad cobalt naphthen-
ate or a catalyst hkc chloropUtinic acid is added.
Ia order to improve the tenacity of silicone rubber
and obtain silicone rubber which can withstand fric-
tiooal force produced during printing, it i* possible t'
mix a filler with the silicone rubber. Silicone rubber
premized with a filler it commercially available at sili
cone rubber stock or athooae rubber dispersion. In case
it it preferable to obtain silicone rubber Aim by coating
as m the present invention, RTV or
LTV'
silicone rub
ber dispersion it preferably used. At examples of such
tiboone rubber dispersions, there are silicone rubber





manufactured by Toray Sili
cone Crx, Ltd. of Japan.
Ia the present iaveatioa, by incorporating a small
amount ofphotosensrtizer in the siheoae rubber Uyer in
addition *> the fortratatioMd component!, the efTec-
greatly enhanced By using such silicone
tpcaitioa, the piiotoaifheaioa between the
silicone rubber Uyer and the photoadheaive Uyer is
resnartabiy tnnaaaed and it very conveniently provides
for achieving the object of the present iaveatioa. As
for incorporation in the silicone
it it ponriblt to use the tame photosensi-
titer (photrjsakituor) which will be ooatajard ia pho-
Uyur so be sacatioe-d later. Moat particu-
ketoaea, sapacatily benzoin alkylethert
y ased. A* repreaeatativc examples of
alkytethers. there aaay he cited benzoin
Uopropyl ether and benzoin butyl
asaPw twrs*i a hana nH A I
I of these photoscaartu-
r 0.1 -10% hyweight based on the total




The thickness ofs photopolymrrizable sdhesive Uyer
used in the present invention is nc. particularly limited,
but is normally within the range of 0.5 - SOu, and pref
erably I
- I0;i.
The following is the composition of such a photnpo-
lymerizsble adhesive Uyer:
(I) st least one kind of photopolymerizable unsstu-
rated compound having a boiling point a*~ove
100*
C
3.0 - 99.9 parts by weight
(2) photoinitUtor
0.1 - 10.0 pant by weight
(3) heat polymerization inhibitor at occasion demands
0.001 - 0.1 part by weight
(4) polymer or inorganic powder si filler for main
taining the dimensional stability of a photoadheaive
Uyer at occasion demands
0.01 - 90.0 parts by weight.
The photopotymerizable unsaturated compound re
ferred to herein means photopolymerizable unsaturated 20
monomers and oligomers.
As such monomers and oligomers, various com
pounds may be used. However, it is preferable to make
at least one kind of such compound s monomer or oligo
mer containing at least one hydroxyl group and at least 23
one acryloyl or metbacryloyl group in the same mole
cule. It it especially preferable to make the total concen
tration of the hydroxyl group and the total concentra
tion of the acryloyl group or metbacryloyl group in tbe
photoadheaive Uyer at least 0.1 mmol/g. respectively. 30
The upper limits of these total concentrations sre about
13 mmol/g. respectively.
By using such monomer or oligomer, tbe outstanding
improvement provided by tbe present invention in the
aforesaid characteristics of adhesive strength of the 33
ink-respective image area, scratch resistance and high
durability in long run printing, is most effectively real
ized.
This fact becomes more evident upon comparison
with s case ia which tbe total concentration of the by- 40
droxyl group and the total concentration of the acryloyl
and metbacryloyl groups sre less than 0.1 mmol/g,
icacactively. Although pbotomsotubthzatKo may be
achieved in such case, tbe adhesion to tbe surface of tbe
underlying silicone rubber is inadequate in that the 43
frictions! forces genrratrd during development prevent
the formation of the rebef of tbe image area, or even if
the rebef is formed it simply peels when h is lightly
rubbed with the finger tip.
The fbUowiag compounds may be ohed at example* 30
of the afiKiaeari
f*KT"*>r or oligomer onntami-i; at
least one hydroxy! group aad at least one acryloyl or
asethacrytoyl group ia the tame molecule:
(I) (ssethaK-ryhc acid partial eater of a polyhydric
alcohol i niiHsnUg 2-12 carbon atom*. 35
(2) addstioa product of active hydrogen compounds
having I - 12 carbon atom* such at alcohol*, thiols,
ansae*, carboiybc acids, aaboaic acids, phenols,
phosphor* sods or hydrogen habdc with glycidyl
(setha)cryiate, 60
(3) addstioa product of ntonoepoxy or poryepoiy
t iinatin ii having 2-14 carbon stuns with (me
tha)cryhc acid,
(4) eater of N ntethyloKmfthtX i ylamidc and oxyear -
boxyhc actd having 2 - 10 carbon atoms, 43
(3) addition product of N-e*eikrlo*(*aeiha)cr>knsi<te
with ssonoepoxy or poryepoxy coaapoaad having 2
- 12
Of such monomers and oligomers, those having i
least 2 acryloyl or methacrylo/l groups and at leasi I
alcoholic hydroxyl group are preferable and those
hj\
ing at least 2 acryloyl or metbacryloyl groups snrl 11
least 2 alcoholic hydroxyl groups are most preferable
Compounds of the aforesaid monomers and oligo
mers that sre especially useful will be listed below, some
of which may be used as raw material for oligomer?
useful ' the present invention:
(1) ethsjerylic acid partial esters of ethylene gly
col, propylene glycol, glycerol, sorbitol,
innr-th-
ylol methane, triniethylol ethane, trimethyiol pro
pane and pentaerythritol,
(2) adducts of glycidyl (metha)acrylate with hydro
gen chloride,
meth-
-sol, ethanol, ethylene glycol,
trimethylol methi. 2, pentaerythritol, ethanol
amine, triethanol amine, ethane dithiol, methyl-
amine, ethylenediamine, xylylenediamine, aniline,
phenylenediamiae, acetic acid, (metha)crylic acid,
malonic acid, succinic acid, maleic acid, fumaric
acid, itaconic acid, malic acid, tartaric acid, citric
acid, phenol, thiophenol or hydroquinone,
(3) addition products of glycidyl ester having at least
2 I epoxy group* aad 9-14 carbon atoms with
(methajcrylic acid, for example, addition product
of (metha)crybc acid with glycidyl esters of
phthalic acid, tetrahydrophthalic acid, succinic
acid, adipic acid, maleic acid, fumaric acid or its-
conic acid.
(4) diesler of N-methylol(metha)cryUmide with
malic acid, tartaric acid, and citric acid,
(3) addition product ofN-methylol (metha)crylamide
with glycidyl ester of (metba)crylic acid, phthalic
acid, tetrahydrophthalic acid, maleic acid, fumaric
acid or itat.. icid.
Aside from the : ofemenboned (metha)cryUc mono-
having alcoholic hydroxyl groups, it is possible tc
other ethyleaicaUy unsaturated monomers to
co-exist as occasion demands. However, whatever mon
omers are added, it it preferable that the concentrations
of (methateryloyl group and hydrniyl group as pho-
toadhesive Uyer composition be kept sbove 0.1
1/g.
It it possible to cause other photopolymerizable mon-
r oligomers to co-exist in the pbotosdhesive
layer aa occasion ftrmandi and as representstive exam
ples oi such monomer or oligomer, there msy be cited t





ved from a monohydric
jajoobot, or monovalent
-rn-
haiiir; not more than 30
carbon atom* or (metha)cryuc acid ester or (metha>-
cryUmide aaving a boiling point above
100*
C derive
from a polyhydric alcohol or polyvalent amine having
not more than 10 carbon atoms, the representative ex-
asnptes of such compounds being at follows:
(1) (snetha)crybc acid eater of the following alcohols:
aarthanol. ethanol. propanol, pentanol, cyclobexa-
aot octtuoL undecanoL, bornyl alcohol, polytneih-
ytene glycol ethylene glycol, polyethylene glycol,
propylene glycol, polypropylene glycol, glycerol,
trisnethytol methane and pentaerythritol,








At re| -esentaiive examples of the photoinitUtor
which may be used in the present invention, the follow
ing compounds may be cited:
(I) Benzophenone derivatives such at, for example,
tenzophenone, Michler't ketone, xanthone, en
throne, etc.,
(2) benzoin derivatives such as, for example, benzoin,
benzoin methyl ether, benzoin ethyl ether, etc.,
(3) quinooes such at, for example, p-benzoquinone,
/3-methylanthraquinooe, etc.
(; sulfur compounds puch as, for example, dibenzyl
disulfide, di-n-butyl disulfide, etc.




(6) halogen compounds such as, for example, carbon
tctrabromide, silver bromide, a-chloromethyl-
naphthalene. etc.
(7) peroxides such as, for example, benzoyl peroxide, 20
etc.
(S) ursnyl salts such as, for example, uranyl nitrate,
etc.
It it possible to select most suitable pbotomitiators by
taking into account tbe nuacibUity wnh other
comDO- 25
aenta of a photoadheaive Uyer and tbe spectrum of the
light source used for exposure. Oeaerally, the following
photomrtiatort arc most preferable:
Bnainphrnnnr Michler'i ketone, xanthone, benzoin
methyl ether, dibenzyl disulfide aad uranyl nitrate
la addition to the aforemenoooed components it is
useful to add a small amount of heat polymerizable
inhibitor to the photoadheaive Uyer for the purpose of
haprovssg the storabibfy of the pnating plate. As repre
sentative examples of such heat polymerization inhibi
tor, hydroquaaoae, phtnothitrinr. 2,4-dinitiopheuol
and triphenyhnethaae may be cited. It it abo possible to
add a dye such at Crystal Violet Powder to the pho-
loadheaive Uyer to that aa npoa'rd area it easily visu
ally
if'**' '">"***
Further, it is also possible to mix inorganic powder or
polywwr with the photoadheaive Uy*r as occasion de-
iii--r-
lor the purpose of stsparTjag dimentional stabil
ity to the pssotosdheaive
Uyer and improving adhesion
to the nhcone rubber.
The printing pkate to produced achieves
improve-
aktnt at the tsorabthty. scratch rtasattnrr and durability
of the pnating pane m song ran pnating.
On the other hand, these additive* tend to cause low-
j of the
uuaunutiaiitin of the (asethaterybc mono-
haviwf the hydroxy! avonp.which Jijadisnenasrile
for the photondhasivc Uyer.
i of such pnasuTilr adverse effects ia the present
i it a preferable to so control tbe weights of the
a* to keep the tnoiar concentrations ~f
(me-
thaXrrtoyi group and hydroxyl group derived from
(nudst)cryhc
aioaoaan-
ssore than 0.I masol'g a* the
i Uyer cossaotanoa.
: powders stay usefully be dispersed
the pacarjadaanrve Uyer aad at utmaiaiatrve
ttep. The following polymers and copolymers may be
used at the desired polymers provided they Iisve such
properties. It U possible to mix these polymer* and
copolymers in the usual runner an occasion demands
3 and use the resultant mixtures.
(I) Vinyl polymers or (media)crylic acid, (metha)cry-
lic acid eater polymers and copolymers thereof.
For example, polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol,
p lyvinyl foi.ial, polyvinyl butyral, or polymers or
10 copolymei
T
vinyl aceute, vinyl chloride, ethylene,
vinyl methy. ether, styreae, (metha)crylic acid, methyl-,
ethyl-, cyclohexyl-, benzyl-, 2-ethylhexyl-, glycidyl-.
2-hydroxyethyl-, 2-hydroxypropyl-, 3-chloro-2-
hydroxy-propyl- and dimethylanuhoetnyl-, 2-acid-
pbosphoxy-ethyl-, 3-chloro-acid-pbosphoxyetnyl (me





(2) UnvulcanUed rubber such as, for example, natural
rubber, polybutadieae, polyiaobutylene,
polychlo-
roprcne, polyneoprene or copolymers thereof.
(3) Polyetbert such aa, for example, polyethylene
oxide and polypropylene oxide.
(4) Polyamidea such ss, for example, copolymers of
the following monomers: caproUctam, Uurolac-
tam, hesamethyleaediamiac. 4,4'-bit tminocy-
ctohexyhaethaae, 2, 4, 4-trimethylhexame-
thyleaediamme, hophorooediamine, diglycolic
acid, Uophthalic acid, adipic acid, aebacic acid, etc.
(3) Cellulose derivatives such as, for example, cellu
lose acetate, methylcellulose. carboxymethylcellu-
lose, hydroxypropylcellulose, etc.
(6) Polyester* such at, for example, condensation
products of phthalic anhydride, maleic anhydride,
bit phenol A, ethylene oxide aad propylene oxide.
(7) Polyurethaae such as, for example, polyuretbane
of hexamethylene dusocyanate, toluene dusucys-
nate aad naphthalene 1, 3-diisocyanate with 1, 4-
butanediol.
(I) Prepolymers of epoxy, urea, alkyd, meUmir.e arc
phenol, reams,







i dtotid* may be
A norjsnsr to be added aanat have p' pertie* of
abfl-
iry to taix aatfrirmry with other component* of the
pho-
i or asofcea state. The desired
or swell ia the dsMlopsag
be aaedy removed in the dotsocaag
63
(10)Other polymen such as, for example, gum arabic
and gelatin.
These polymen are selected in combination with the
kind ofdeveloping liquid used. However, the following
compounds are especially uaeful:
A polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl
butyral. copolymer of (methaterylic acid snd/rw maleic
acid, fumaric acid, rtaooaic acid (0-20 parts by weight)
methyl meducryUte and/or stymie (0-50 parts by
weight) (tnetha)crylic acid ester having 5 - 20 carbot.
atom* and/or vinyl acetate (20-100 part* by weight),
or copolyamide* ofoyloo 6 nylon 66 2, 2, 4-trimethyl-
bexatnethylene diamine 6 (1:1:1 by weight) or nylon 6
nylon 66-4, 4'datnnnocyclchexylmethane 6 (1:1:1 by
weight).
At eTplaiaerl above, the base substrate, the silicone
rubber Uyer and the photoadheaive Uyer are indispens
able dements of a pUnographic printing pUte accord
ing to the present invention. However, the surface of
the so ussatitultd pUnographic printing plate is some
what tacky, leading to cause dust to adhere thereto and
thereby noting the problem that a negative transpar
ency i* aahkely to adhere sufficiently close to said sur
face ia the exposure step. It may therefore be desirable
4.086.093
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** interpose thin snsparenl protectmg film or to form paste on new proteclng films sfter peeling said earner
s protecting Uyer o.i the surfsce of the photoadheaive sheets. Similar good photosensitivity may be rihitmrd
lever using a polymer solution. This protecting film also using the piste without protecting film, if eiprfjrr i\
plays s role of inhibiting osmosis (permeation) at atmo- made after the pUte is stored in an atmosphere of gaso
tpheric oxygen into the photoadheaive Uyer and pro- 5 like nitrogen and carbon dioxide to expel the dissolved
moling photopolymerization of the photoadhesive oxygen of the photoadhesive layer.
Uyer. Such protecting film is useful in the exposure Ass method of providing the protecting film, besiJes
step, but it is obvious that the protecting film is removed the aforesaid film lamination, it is poasiole to use a
by peeling or dissolution in the developing step and i . a metVid c. applying a polymer solution like polyvinyl
unnecessary in the printing step. 10 at ol onto the surface of the photoadhesive Uyer or
Useful protecting films have transparencies capable applying said polymer solution onto the peelable earner
of transmitting ultraviolet light (ray) having s wsve sheet to form an oxygen transmission pi eventing layer
length of 300 - 400mu and a thickness below SOu, pref- in advance, applying the photoadhesive Uyer thereon
ersbly below 10m. At representative examples of such and peeling the peelable carrier sheet st s time when
useful films layers, the following plastics may be cited: 15 lamination of the tDuone rubber Uyer sod the base
Polyethylene, pilypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, substrate it completr
polyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl alcohol, polyethyl- The planographic printing pUte of the present
inven-
ene terephthaUte and cellophane. tion produced as described in the foregoing, is exposed
At explained shove, s planographic printing pUte as to actinic light through a negative transparency closely
s laminate according to the present invention may be 20 adhered to said plate in vacuo. The light source used for
produced, for example, by the following threemethods: this exposure step should generate abundant ultraviolet
(I) To tbe base substrate, a silicone rubber dispersion rays (light), aad mercury lamps, carbon arc lamps, re-
is applied using ordinary coalers such at reverse none lamps, metal halide lamps or fluorescent lamps
roll coster, air knife coster and Mayerbar coaler. may be used as such light source.
In this case, it is possible to pretrest tbe base sub- 25 In tbe printing pUte which has been exposed to light,
Urate with silicone primer. Next, the solution of s not only does the photoadheaive Uyer of the exposed
photoadhesive Uyer composition is applied to tbe area harden by photopolymerization cross-linking reac-
silicoae rubber Uyer by the tame method used in tion, but it also adheres strongly to tbe underlying sili-
Bpplying tbe silicone rubber dispersion. In applying cone rubber Uyer. Therefore, depending upon the kind
that solution it should not disturb tbe smooth *ur- 30 of the protecting film and tbe composition of the
pho-
face of tbe silicone rubber Uyer. It it possible to toadhesive Uyer, when the protecting film it peeled
add a paint additive of the silicone series or a sur- after exposure, the pbotoadheaive Uyer of the unex-
face active agent of the fluorine series to said solu- posed area peels together with the protecting film and
tion for producing s uniformBoating of said
solu- only the photoadhesive Uyer of the exposed area
sd-
tion at occasion**~*' 35 beret to the silicone rubber Uyer and remains. In such
(2) On a peelable carrier sheet, for example, polyeth- case, the developing operation is completed by merely
ytene, polypropylene and polyethylene
terephthal-
peeling off tbe protecting film without resort to use of
ate Alms, metal sheets, or silicone coated releasing the developing liquid anew.
paper or films, s photoadheaive Uyer is formed. It it possible to selectively elute the photoadhesive
The sforessid pbotoadheaive Uyer formed on the 40 Uyer of the unexposed area by immersing the plate in
peelable carrier sheet it caused to adhere closely developing liquid or spraying the developing liquid
onto s silicone rubber Uyer provided on the bate thereon after peeling the protecting film.
substrate try the same method as in (I) above. In It it possible to expose or beat tbe entire tirface after
this esse, it is possible to pretreat the snrfac- jf said development aa occasion demands to strengthen the
photoadbeuve Uyer with silicone pnmer. 45 adhesion between the photoadhesive Uyer sod the tili-
(3) * tibcooe rubber datperaon it applied to a
pho- cone rubber Uyer and to thereby further improve the
loadhesive Uyer proviied on s peelable carrier durability in long run printing of tbe pUte.
sheet by the same method as in (2) above, and sufli- In the following, the present invention will be ex-
cseatly dried Additionally, s base substrate it plained in further detail by reference to examples. The
treated with silicone primer and it caused to 30 ethytenically unsaturated monomer (pbotopolymeriz-
closdv adhere to the sibcone rubber Uyer m, hte monoaKr) and ths sc=:e=trsticns of thi. mitt-ic-
dssced previously. ryloyl group and the alcoholic hydroxyl group
con-
The prrlabh carrier sheets of (2) aad (3) above, may tamed therein used ia these examples wi'l be shov in
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EXAMPLE I
To aa arneuaum pease ground by brush, ttlioone
primer "SH 4094 Primer", manufactured by Toray j-
Sibnoae Co, Lad. of Japan, was applied to the thickness
of I u- Oato the resultant ftbn there was appbed a sib-




Stbcone Co. Ltd of Japan with a hiailaai aad adding J5
to thai dshsssd aibooae gum dispcrtaou bfnrrtn
etnyiether U aa asnouat of3* by weight, ralrulstrd a*
sobd, sad the r*atihant appbad athcone gum solution
was dried by air to provide t 5 si thick aTimnr gum
Uyer. TVa, sflicone gum wa* a linear dtorgsawpolysilox-
^
sac having sectary end group at which mm Hnkrng
could be produced by the action of atmoaphei it mois-
[ soak add to give a rubber-like
The fnrtgnaag tat rani ly wiD be termed the
tee sad tjhrnar gam Uyer.
4}
Additionally, a 2 at thick pnotosdbearvc Uyer was
I oa a 9 u thick polypropylene film
Torayfan"
by Toray ladnatiiaa, lac of Japes, the
t Uyer having the following coanpoamon.
(a) Adththss product of 4 snob) of grycadyi metharry- -
late with I *ol of zyfyien/dassuiae Wwty
gum Uyer and th* pho-
-Jast the ear- 33




land the two were ci at i J to
' U vacuo. Taut wa* than irradiated
i of K> oat tor 3 sn its* by light from a
i (FL2DS-M-34A anunctwed by Ma-
riaKtrk Crx. Ltd. of Japan). 63
Whan H
Trortyojn-
was asnaed and the printing
hn. was than ana mil at a 30% aonaous tosuboa of
1 aghtty ranched, the
of the unriposrd area was easily removed, whereas, st
the tame time the photoadhesive Uyer of the exposed
area was pboto-maolubiUzed and adhered strongly to
the underlying silicone rubber Uyer to that a tenacious
i - ** m * -
aiasgr rem rcmasnea.
By so doing, a pUnographic printing plate was ob-
whtch corraspoaded to the image of the negative
transparency throughout the entire printing pUte.




ogiephMaJdgraph Co. aad prmted out wing a printing
ink, **l>icolor
Black"
manufactured by Danrppoa Ink
lac of Japan, without using water for
excellent printed matter was obtained. The
printing press of this example had good imagr repro
ducibility sad'was capable of printing more than 10,000
copies.
EXAMPLE 2
On a crude aluminum plate whose surface had not
been treated, 2 u thick haUtion-preventing Uyer of
the following composition wa* provided.
(a) Sryreav acrylic acid (90:10 weight ratio) co
polymer fjntrmnc vfceotiry is ctEotolve aceutc:
as)
95 parts by weight
(b) Michler*t ketone - 3 parts try weight
Next, to the surface ofsaid heJatioc-preventmg Uyer,
a 1% haptane solution of sibcoae primer **SH
4094"
byToray Sibcoae Co., Ltd. ofJapan, was
AddstkssnDy, on a 9 w thick
"Torayfan"
polypropyl
ene man, a 5 n thick raaotrtarfhearv* Uyer having the
toOowiag oosnpositioc waa provided
(a) Ownlinnsidi (a nylon 6 - nylon 66 - 2, 2, 4
-totutethy! hrrtmrrhyVanrhamint athpate (30:33:33
by weight) copolymer 37% by weight
(b) Addstioa product of I taol of tartaric acid with 2
ok of grycadyi axthacryuue 60% by weight
(c) rteaiopaenoae - 3% by weight
(d) rntrnothUriar - 001% by weight
4,086,093
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On. * this photoadhesive layer, * colution solution (b) of the photoadhesive Uyer were replaced b> l he
obtained by diluting with n-heptane, a heat-cunng type following compoundt.
silicone gum, "SH
7023"
msnufsctured by Toray SUi- (s) N-metliylolscrylamide 24% by weight
cone Co., Ltd. of Japan,
anr'
adding to the resultant Ethylene glycol diacrylate 16% by weight
d.' jted silicone gum dispersion, benzoin ethyl ether in 3 (b) Pentaerythritol diacryUte 40% by weight
an amount of 3% by weight calculated at solid, wss (c) Addition product of 1 mol of acrylic scid with I
applied and dried by air. mole of glycidyl methacryUte 40% by weight
Next, this laminar assembly of
"Torayfan,"
pbo- (d) Addition product of I mol of N methylolacryla-
(toadhesive Uyer and silicone gum was applied under nude vith I mol of glycidyl methacryUte 40%
pressure to the aforesaid coated aluminum base pUte 10 by tght
with the surface of the silicone primer adhering closely When planographic printing pUtes produced in
ac-
to the surfsce of the silicone gum and thereafter the cordance with this example were exposed to light and
'whole was heated at
100*
C for 13 mimics, forming a developed the same at in Example 3, image relief
pretermtoed pUnograpuic printing pUte. strongly adhering to the surface of the silicone rubber
On the preseniiiized planographic printing pUte to 15 Uyer were obtained in eacl. esse.
obtained, a negative transparency was applied and
CamumnH Csamnle I
caused to adhere closely to said printing pUte in vacuo,
s-o paruu su pic
and wa* then irradiated for 2 minutes by light from a Example 3 was repeated except for replacing the
high pressure mercury lamp (ORC Jet Light 3000, at a photopolymerizable monomer (b) of the
distance of I m). The
"Torayfan"
was peeled off and 20 pbotoadheaive Uyer by tbe following pbotopolytneriz-
thereafter the photoadheaive Uyer of the unexposed able monomer* not containing alcoholic hydroxyl
area was eluted by washing with modified ethanol. groups.
When printing was carried out similarly at in Example (a) Ethylene glycol diacryUte 40% by weigh:
I, good printed matter was obtained. (b) Trimethylolethane triacryUte 40% by weight
-.,,-,
3 (c) MethylenebisacryUmide 20% by weight
tXAMKLt }
Triethylene glycol diacryUte 20% by weight
On a crude aluminum pUte, a haUtion-preventing la each case of thai comparative example, a relief of
Uyer and a aibooae primer Uyer were provided ami- the image portion did not strongly adhere to the surface
larly a* ia Example 2, comprising a base Uyer.
Addi- of the nbcooe rubber Uyer, but peeled off during the
tionally, on a 9 u thick polyethylene lerephthaUie film, 30 developing opertion orwere peeled offby inking rollers
"Luaairror"
manufactured by Toray Industrie*, lac. of upon printing several hundreds of copies, to give
in-
Japan, there wa* applied a I m thick Uyer of "Oosenil complete printed matters.
OH IT", a polyvinyl alcohol manufactured by Nippon -, Fmr,l. ?
Coses Kngaku Co.. Ltd. of Japan, on which a 2 si thick
Comparative Example 2
photoadheaive Uyer having the following composition 35 Example 3 wa* repeated except for replacing the
was provided polymer component (a) of the pbotoadheaive Uyer by
() Ethyl aery late methyl methacryUte acrylic the following polymers having alcoholic hydroxyl
acid (70jr>10 weight ratio) copolymer (intrinsic groups and replacing the photopolymerizable
mono-
vncoaity in ccllosolve acetate 0.4) 33% by men of (b) of the photoadheaive Uyer by the
photopo-
woght 40 lymerizable monomen not containing alcoholic
hy-
(b) Olvcerot nxoacryUie 24% by weight drosyl groups used in Comparative Example '..
Eth-Hcne glycol dia- 16% by weight cryltve (a) 40% tsnpnifted product of polyvinyl acetate
(c) Michler's ketone - 3% by weight (b) Ethyl acrylate styrene 2-hydroxyethyl
To the surface of j* pbotoadheaive Uyer was
ap- asetbacryUte acrylamide acrylic acid
p>4 ( solution obtained by dilating a silicone gum, 43 (64:14:12:2:1 weight ratio) copolymer (intrinsic
"SH
9/32,"
manufactured by Toray Silicone Co., Ltd. viscosity in cellotolve acetate 0.3)
of Japan, with Naphtha No. 3 (manufactured by Ease) (c) Poly-2-bydroxypropyl methacryUte (intrinsic
and last solution wss then dried by air. vawcanty in cetloaolve 0.2).
Next, the bane Uyer aad the foregoing composite A: a result of using any one of the above polymen of
paotondheaive and nJscone gum Uyer were so pressed 30 thai comparative example, the adhesion between the
tryk^r thai thev adhered closely at the mterface
be- Usage reliefandjhe snrface of th* rilvvm* rv^b*" ltyesa.
tweee the surface of the sibcoae primer and the surface wss very inferior similarly at in Comparative Example
of the sibcoae gum. sad tbe assembly thereafter allowed I.
to stand andasturbed for 24 hours. The following i* claimed
The |ihtatnin*ili i pisnographic printinr plate to 55 1. A negative acting presensitized dry pUnographic
obtained was at Drat deaaded of the covering Aim to printing place comprising
expose the poryviayl alcohol Uyer oa the surface of tbe (s) s flexible base Uyer,
among past* and a negative
liaassisiiei ) waa placed (b) a sparsely no** liniul linear diorganopolysilox-
oa the surface of the poryviayl alcohol Uyer, and ex- ane Uyer overlying said base Uyer, and
posed to aght the sssne an in Citplr 2. The priating 60 (c) a photoadbeave Uyer overlying said dior-
piaae which had been * ,frm* to light wa* easily
devel- gsavipolyailoxsnrUyer, and in direct contact there-
oped by aa aqueous soruboa of0-2 N-aomca hydroxide with coanpriting at least one photopolymerizable
aad s strong Bat-receptive iaaage
rel>' 'wa producedon asatiirlrri compound having a boiling point
the surface of the aibcoae rubber above
100*
C and a plwtomitietor wherein at least
65 onemid photopolymerizable compound has *t least
EXAMPLE 4
OM By^rojyj p^nf and at least one acryloyl group
: 3 wa* mnatirl except that ia prodaciag the or one esetbacryloyl group in the tame molecule




and tbe total concentration o( the acryloyl ormeth-
acryloyl groups in the photoadhesive Uyer are
each greater than 0. 1 mmol/g
2- The negative-acting presensitized dry pUno
graphic printing plate of claim 1, wherein at least one
kind of said photo^ymerixaMe unsaturated compound
is a member srlrrted from the group iiiiasatiiig of
(a) partial eaten of acrylic and/or nseihacrylic acid
with polyhydric alcohol* having 2-12 carl on
atoms,
(b) addition product of glycidyl acryUte and/or
methacryUte with hydrogen halides, alcohol*, thi
ol*, tvarnea, carboxylic acids, sulfonic acids, phe




(c) addition products of acrylic and/or asethacryUc
add with apoxy ecanpouad* having 2-14
(d) auen of N-earthylc4aci-yUmkle or methacryUnv
ide with oxy-carboxybc acids having 2-10 carbon
plano-
(c) addition product* of N-mcthyloUcryUmide or
SaMhar lyUawW with epoxy compounds having 2 -
12 carboa stoma.
J The argari t arting enneriiiml dry
fgnpkuc priMtuk$ putc of cititn 1* whercu tt Icact one
ksad of the amd uhmutialimniiahlt compoaad a a
asember sssscsad from the group cosanttntg of
(a) partiaJ ataen of acrylic aad/or arawhaartyHr add
with stbyleae glycol, propyhn* glycol glycerol,
trlaarthytoi nrtiir, trmiilhytol ethane,
yia propaMmc, worvnot mwa pemaeryiztrnou
(b) m&dkkm product* at tfyddyl mxjUu or
rytate with hydrogen cfeksride. M-thn.iVal, ethylene




add, tnormir add, ma-
add, mabc add,
tartaric add. citric acid, phenol, thioprarool and
**yoj oojusnoeie,
(c) adtatiiai products of acryhc and/or atntbarrylic
add with dsgryddyl eaten derived from the group
ooaasaong of phthahc add, sttrsbydropbtbabc
add. tuocaaac add. adspk add, ssaleic add. ftv
ssanc add and ittooaic add,
(d) daaaeen of N-aaxhylolar ryUaaiat or
atrthacryl-
asusde with saabc add, taruric add, aad citric add,
of N nietnytahacr*t',nrriirV or
grycadyi eaten of acryhc
acid, tetrahy-
photopolymerizable unsaturated compound having
a boiling point above
100*
C and a phototnitiat >r.
wherein at least one kind of said pbotopolymeru-
aMe compound has at least cue hydroxyl group snd
at least one acryloyl group or one metbacryloyl
group in the same molecule and the total .
3ncen-
tratioa of tbe hydroxy! group and the total concen
tration of the acryloyl or metbacryloyl group* in
the photoadheaive Uyer arc each greater than 0. 1
Tamol/g, and
(d) a polymeric Uyer overlying (aid photoadhesive
Uyer, capable of transmitting light of wsve length
from 300 to 400msi and protecting said pbotoadhe
aive Uyer from oxygen.
C The method of reparing the negative-scanj
pre-
enertixed piste of d. m S which comprises the steps of
aoplymg aasd photoadheaive Uyer on tai-1 polymeric
Uyer aad t-*t~t*g said layers on said dior-
jq
ganopolysiloianr Uyer previously applied oa said base
Uyer with said photoadhesive Uyer in contact with said
diorgsstopdytiloiane Uyer.
7. The method of preparing the aegative-acting pre-
snssitlud plate ofclaim B, which comprise* tbe step* of
25 applying said dtorgaaopolynUoxane Uyer on said pbo
toadheaive Uyer previously applied on said polymeric
Uyer and laminating said Uyer* on said base Uyer with
aid diorganopdysiloxane Uyer ia contact with said
hate Uyer.
50 t- The negative-acting preaenaitized piste of claim 1,
whtrtiu said dtorganopdyailoaane Uyer incorporate*
ia the range of 0.1 - 10% by weight
the totalweight of the silicone rubberUyer.
9. The negative-acting prtaniatiirri film of claim 1,
wherein mid photoadheaive Uyer constat* essentially of
(a) said photopolymerizable unsaturated compound
3.0 - 99.0 parts by weight,
(b) a pbotomrriator 0.1 - 10.0 parts by weight,
(c) a heat polymerization inhibitor 0.001 - 1.0 part* by
weight, and
(d) a filler for maintaining dimensional stability of
aid photcadheai** Uyer 0.01 - 90.U paru by
waight-
H. The ncgstinr arting prrat laaJrirrd plate of claim S,
having a halsfiravpreveating Uyer between said base
Uyer aad arid dioraaaopolysiloxspr
11. The method of prepariag the negative-acting
preseaarazed piste of claim 10 which comprise* the
step* of applying said belabor -preventing Uyer on Mid
bate Uyer, applying asid pbotoadberive Uyer on said
polymcnc Uyer, applying said dioraaaopolykilokane
gam 'syer oa said photoadheaive Uyer, **"""f Mid
Uyer* together under pressure with Mid h*>*ic pre-
Uyer in contact with said diorganopolysiloxaae
Uyer.
IX The segntive acting dry pUnographic printing
pUte ofchum L wherein the surface of ntid photoadhe
aive Uyer ia contact with ntid dtorgjuwpolysiloxanc
boa 300 60 VcT hm ham pn treated with attcone primer.
11 The negative acting prienauiimJ dry pUno-
piatecfcUim I wherein the surface of
tad ahotcaylhraivr Uyer in contact with asid dsor-
Uyer has been pre-treated with aili-
- 63
H. A ntgarivr acting prm uriliml dry pUnographic
aaor-





(b) a halation prevention Uyer on mid base Uyer and
comprising * styrene-acrylic acid copolymer and a
photoinitiator,
(c) a apaisely cross-linked linear dsorannopolyBilox-
ane Uyer overlying said tyrene-acrylic add co- 3
polymer Uyer,
(d) > pbotondbeaave Uyer overlying asid dior-
gsnoadoxaae Uyer consisting of a compoatioa
compritiag
(1) aa ethylacrylateHnethybnethaCTyiate-acrybc io
add copolymer. . %
(2) the addition product of4mob ofglyddyt snath- ^
acryUte with I mol xylylcnediammr and athyV
18
eneglyool diacryUte, *aid addition product con
taining bydrotyl groups and acryloyl ot meth<
-
ryloyl group* and
(3) a photxiaitiator; the total concentration of the
hydroxyl group and the total concentration of
the acryloyl or tnethacryloyl groups ia the pho
toadheaive Uyer each being greater than 0 1
saaaol/g., and then,
'\ a Uyer of dicrannopolysiloxane capable of trans-
I light having a wavelength from 300 to 400
-jt'flaTi'"
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